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Create an Account and Submit the Manuscript

1. Visit the Journal’s webpage https://scholarworks.umass.edu/foss4g/ and click the Sub-
mit Article button.

2. Login if an account under your email ID already exists, otherwise click the Sign up
button.
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3. Fill in all displayed form sections and then click the Create Account button.

4. Activate your account by confirming the confirmation email you have just received in
your Inbox and then click the Login button.

5. Enter the used Email and Password to Login.

6. Continue the landing page by clicking the Continue button.
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7. Accept the Terms and Conditions.
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8. Enter all the required, and optional, details about you as the account holder and then
click the Continue button.
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9. Here, you have a chance to add all other co-authors. By default, the system recognizes
you as the first and corresponding author. Once done, click the Continue button.
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10. Enter the full Article Title.

11. Enter required Keywords, preferably keep the count between 3 to 5.

12. Select all the Disciplines covered by your work by selecting the appropriate fields from
the Available selection list on the left. This is required for indexing purposes.
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13. Select a Document Type, a Paper type in most use-cases.

14. Attach a Publication License Type for your manuscript.

15. Enter full Abstract.
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16. Any Optional Cover Page Acknowledgement can be pasted here.

17. Upload the manuscript either from your local hard drive or from a remote host.
Upload preferably in PDF format to assure content formatting.

18. Optional Cover Letter can be uploaded or pasted here.
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19. Revise all entries and then click the Submit button.

20. CONGRATULATIONS! You have just submitted a pioneering work to the FOSS4G
Scholarworks Conference Proceedings Review System. The redirected page now allows
you to Download the uploaded manuscript, Revise your submission, Upload Addi-
tional Files, Submit New Article, visit My Account section and to perform many
other actions.
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21. If you prefer to Revise the Submission, you have to provide an explanation for the
revision.

22. Go to the My Account section to manage your submission.
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